Neoflitzer

The Neoflitzer is a flying disc made of soft neoprene material that can easily be thrown and
caught, either indoors or outdoors, on the lawn or at the beach. Loved by old and young alike,
the Neoflitzer comes in different colours and is – quite simply – great fun!
The specially designed pattern of holes creates an ideal aerodynamic, giving the disc amazing
flying properties. Combined with the intrinsic softness of the material the holes also ensure
that no one gets hurt - no lost teeth or split lips, no broken windows or mirrors.
The entire product is manufactured in Germany. The washable surface material has the
classification Oeko-Tex 100 (Category II.)
Neoflitzers have been tested in kindergartens, schools and Old Folks’ homes. Everyone was
delighted. They can also bring pleasure to youth centers, rehab clinics, hostels, hotels and
campsites. They bring a playful note into team training, promotional events and the like.
Neoflitzers are versatile and encourage creativity in their use. Games to play with them
include:
-

Lobbing them like Frisbees between two or more people
You can throw them horizontally as well as vertically
They roll and slide over the floor
You can juggle with several Neoflitzers
You can play games like dodgeball, petanque or boules in modified forms.
Up to 10 Neoflitzer can be thrown all at once, to be caught by several people
A Neoflitzer can be thrown to the left or to the right and still arrive on target

The Neoflitzer promotes physical fitness, communication skills, cooperative competency and
enhances coordination in young and old alike
Care instructions : Keep Neoflitzers flat and dry in storage. Do not fold for long periods of
time. To clean, wipe them with a damp cloth and warm, soapy water. Or wash at 30 degrees.
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